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When David got in touch with me to let me know how much he enjoyed The 
Rooms, my little pick-your-path horror novella, I was delighted. It is always nice 
to hear when someone appreciates your work. That delight grew when David de-
cided to write a review, and grew more when that review wound up taking shape 
as a pick-your-path horror short story. How could I not whip up a little digital 
zine to showcase it?

You can secure a copy of The Rooms at the Unwinnable store. If you haven’t 
picked it up yet, consider doing so for David. It is what he’d have wanted. Or, at 
least, I assume he’d have wanted that. I’ve not actually heard from him since he 
sent over the draft. Every time I email him, it bounces back.

Funny thing, I could swear I knew David through some mutual horror friends, 
but that doesn’t seem to be the case. No one can recall a David Fawkes. I can’t 
recall his face, which, honestly, isn’t surprising in this digital age. But I also can’t 
find the Twitter DMs which he used to initially get it touch. I can’t find the Twitter 
account, either. Odd.

Anyway, what follows is a fun little jaunt that reviews The Rooms while also 
standing on its own as its own chilling little thing. You should read it. I’m sure 
nothing bad will happen if you do.

Stu Horvath
October 1, 2020

Foreward
by Stu Horvath



When I was growing up in the ‘80s, I wanted to escape, not to a place – I  
couldn’t ride the Metro without bumming change from my mom. In-

stead, I ran away to places in my own mind. I dreamed in other people’s make 
believe and came up for air only when pressed by starvation or the dreaded sum-
mer reading list. I drew bus routes for Middle-Earth and Dune and tried to get a 
Speak-and-Spell to say, “Don’t Panic” (you too?).

My favorite getaways were always books. But I didn’t just fall into novels. I 
also loved roleplaying games and interactive fiction (I’m looking at my bookshelf 
now. Most of the books from 35 years ago are still there, just dusty and yellowed. 
That’s strange. I just heard a door slam. Did my wife just leave? She probably 
took our son for a walk). 

I never grew tired of questing across Magnamund or mapping my way through 
Firetop Mountain, so when I recently discovered Stu Horvath’s The Rooms, an 
interactive horror novella, I had to try it out. (What the hell is happening out-
side my study? I’m trying to work in here and I just heard a sound like a tent 
flap whipping past my door. My wife and son like to play while I write. I know I 
should spend more time with them, but writing means a lot to me. I’m looking 
beside Behemoth – my big, green typewriter – and I pick up something my tod-
dler son brought back for me on one of his adventures outdoors: a sweet gum 
seed pod. Its spikes press deep enough into my fingers to leave red marks. My 
wife and son have had to play together too many times without me recently [If 
you want me to carry the pod in my pocket to remind me of my son, mark it on 
your inventory].)

The Rooms is no ordinary choose-a-path book, though. For one thing, I’ve read 
few horror game books with mature story lines that could work just as easily 
as straight narrative. Horvath’s book creates a strong atmosphere of dread and 
menace, which are only amplified by the choices you must make to experience 
the story. Unlike other horror stories in which the reader passively watches dread 
evolve into terror, The Rooms places all responsibility on the reader who plays the 
lead role. (OK, the whole house just shook. I’m going to have to white out the last 
line.) To enhance the experience and draw the reader in further, Horvath added 
inveigling details like a potential love interest for the lead character. Elements 
like that do a lot to suggest a life outside the story. And the artwork was what 
originally attracted me to the story (I’m shallow). But Yves Tourigny’s illustra-
tions give form to the dread throughout the story. Not many artists could make 
a bathroom creepy. Tourigny does. 



(I can’t ignore what’s going on outside my study anymore. I thought my wife 
and son were gone, but I’d swear my hallway just collapsed. I get up from my type-
writer, my chair screeching across the hardwood floor. I cross to the door and feel 
the glass knob cool on my fingertips. I fling the study door open onto the cramped 
hallway of the bungalow.

Except it’s not my hallway. Or it is, but now it’s much more. Shadows of invasive 
architecture loom in the dim hall light. Frames of artwork I’ve never seen cling 
to the walls. There’s a sequence in The Rooms when the atmosphere changes, the 
blood feels thicker in your veins and all you want to do is find the path out. I feel 
that way now, staring along familiar corridors that have been replaced with some-
thing that can’t be real. Where’s my family in here?)

If you want me to check out the invasive architecture, turn to 3.
If you want me to examine the strange artwork, turn to 1.



1.

I inch along the hallway that is no longer my own. The house has grown, cor-
ridors lengthened, stairs lead nowhere, new doors line the walls. But I ignore these 
and look at the art.

Turn to 8.



2.

Some paintings remind me of Tourigny’s artwork for The Rooms, creating dread 
and menace in the mundane. Who would fear enigmatic photos and half-open 
doorways to secret passages? Anyone passing Tourigny’s art would.

Do you have the seed pod?
Yes, turn to 7.
No, turn to 4.



3.

I swear my front hallway didn’t use to be this long, but now there are extra doors 
and alcoves with lighted candles in sconces. (Sconces? Really? I didn’t know what 
they were. Holes in the walls with candles in them. They shouldn’t be in my hall!)

Some of the doors aren’t shut, and I don’t have the nerve to open the closed ones. 
I poke my head in one and see a spiral staircase that terminates at the ceiling, but 
descends far deeper than our 1937, low-rafter basement could be.

This invasive architecture from the Winchester Museum reminds me of The 
Rooms. I remember how no matter what decision I made, it seemed like the worst 
possible one. I feel like I’m trapped in a gallery of worst possible choices.

I come to the only numbered door. It’s slightly ajar. I take a lighted candle and its 
holder from a nearby alcove.

The number on the door is 9. (Go there)



4.

I see one picture, different from the rest because it’s in color – a desert scene. 
Dunes twist like sinuous, knotted cords beneath a darkening sky as the sun sets at 
the horizon. Flame orange and black shadows paint the sand.

Turn to 1,000,683.



5.

I see one picture, different from the rest because it’s in color – a desert scene. 
In it, a sun, low on the horizon out of view sets cloud and dune alike on orange fire. 
There are footprints in the sand, leading from the photo’s frame.

Turn to 11.



6.

I set the candle on the table in front of me. Suddenly, the door I entered slams 
shut. The candle flickers, but doesn’t go out. I realize I’ve been holding my breath, 
and I exhale. I check the door – locked. I search my pockets for anything useful. 
Nothing, except my son’s seed pod. What a strange thing to hold onto. I grip it 
tightly and make a choice, hopefully the best.

The only way out now is the door outside.
I look through the windows, but they’re no help. All I see are stars and blackness. 

I inch toward the door. Every creak in the ancient floor seems to echo with each 
movement. I reach for the doorknob, expecting an electric shock or whirling knives 
from some hidden trap, but I get only cold brass.

Again, I’m reminded of The Rooms and its atmosphere of dread. Few other books 
could evoke such trepidation from a curtained bathtub, a cloudy fish tank or an 
ominous, star-chart etched table.

I open the door, and I can’t believe my eyes.
I’m in my garage. It’s separate from my house, and somehow the door from the 

creepy Escher world leads here.
I close that door and look around.
It seems safe and ordinary, but it’s still night. I open my garage door. Stepping 

onto my driveway, I notice the neighborhood power must be out. It’s so dark around 
with all the tree cover, not like the star field in the Escher world. I see glowing eyes 
in the bushes whenever a car passes – must be cats, but they still creep me out.

My car’s gone from the driveway. That must be how my wife and son left. I search 
for the house keys in my pocket – just the seed pod. I go sit on my side porch to wait 
for my family. I hope they come home soon.

The eyes in the bushes get closer. I toss the seed pod from hand to hand and tell 
myself they’re just cats.

End



7.

I put my hand in my pocket while pondering the artwork. Something pricks my 
finger, and I pull out the spiky sweet gum pod. It’s dark brown and smells of fresh 
soil. I remember my son giving it to me, one of the many random gifts he passes to 
me, at least when he’s not chewing on them. I think that if I can find him and my 
wife, I’ll make up all the times I didn’t play with them in the garden. 

I’m reminded of Sara from The Rooms. She was a drive for the main character, 
an unseen force that motivated you to enter the crazy situation in which you found 
yourself, a reason to return, and something to lose.

Turn to 5.



8.

These new pictures go beyond my wife buying a few new prints to make the house 
look nice. Some are like wild Drurer prints, others are like angry owls perched by 
Escher waterfalls, draining into space. One of the owls glares at me from two differ-
ent perspectives along the same waterfall.

Turn to 2.



9.

The orange glow from the candle shows a table in the center of the room. I can 
see a ghostly reflection of me in windows along the walls with hints of starlight 
beyond. There’s a door that leads outside. I must be in a day room.

Do you have the seed pod?
Yes, 6.

No, 10.



10.

I set the candle on the table in front of me. Suddenly, the door I entered slams 
shut, stirring up a breeze, extinguishing the candle. I turn to grope for the door, 
but I can’t find it. I try to calm down, but I can hear the blood rushing through me, 
my heart beating in my chest. Slowly my eyes adjust to the starlight outside the day 
room windows. I can just make out the edge of the door to the outside. I fumble 
toward it in the near-black, stubbing my toe on the table as I pass. I feel the cold 
brass of the doorknob when I reach to turn it. The door opens, and I gasp. Before 
me isn’t night, but endless space! I calm down. That can’t be what I’m seeing. I let 
my eyes adjust further, and I know I was wrong, but the truth is no better. Slowly, 
the shapes of trees resolve in the sooty black night. But the stars don’t go away. In 
fact, they come closer. I pull the door closed. Outside the windows, I can see the 
lights approach, not the lights of stars, but of eyes. Shapeless, they stand at the glass 
now and doubtless behind the door.

I wonder how long it will take before they realize this door doesn’t lock.

End



11.

I step toward the picture and hear my foot crunch in the sand all around me. 
Behind me is a doorway. No. It’s the photo frame through which I entered but 
grown large. Beyond is the bungalow. I look down and see my wife’s footprints in 
the sand, but they’re deeper than I’d expect. She’s carrying our son. I have to find 
them, bring them back. But in the shifting sands of the desert, will I find them at 
the trail’s end? If I find them, will the trail remain to lead us home? I grasp the seed 
pod in my hand, digging the spikes deep until I know my fingers must bleed. I fol-
low the footprints.

End



1,000,683.

I step toward the picture and hear something crunch under my foot. I look down 
at the sand covering my shoe. I am in the desert. It’s perfectly natural to me now. 
Already, thoughts of bungalows and invasive architecture fade. I see far among the 
dunes a sliver of orange light as though a fractured ray of sunlight got lost among 
the sand. The light approaches, dimming only as it dips beneath the cresting dunes. 

It comes closer.
I must see it.
It’s man-like, a figure with crossed arms, like a pharaoh. It’s tiger-striped, and the 

orange swaths around its body glow like the disappearing sun, but the black bands 
are darker than any shadow of the desert.

It’s before me now, circling me. There are no eyes. No nose or ears. Only stripes. It 
has a mouth, and it whispers one word, “Rakshasa.” It has teeth, sharp and stained 
pink.

Rakshasa, I think. I wonder if it will tell me– 

End


